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ARCathon Briefing 
and General Terms & Conditions

What, Why, How, Who and Terms

Davos, September 1, 2022
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ARCathon is a Swiss competition between individuals, companies 
and institutions that promotes AI competence, strengthens team spirit, 
and makes hidden champions visible.

In a team of 2-5 people, you try to outsmart other teams in Switzerland 
while tackling a current world record in AI. In 2019, the ARC Challenge, an 
IQ test for artificial intelligence, was introduced. With 800 sample tasks, the 
goal is to program an algorithm capable of solving 100 tasks that are not 
open to the public. The current world record algorithm solves 29% of the 
secret test set.
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world record ("Milestone-30") and solve at least 42.0% ("Milestone-42") of the 
private test set with your program. The top 3 teams are invited to an incredible 
team weekend in Davos, expenses covered, given that they beat the current 
world record of 30.0%. The best team hitting doing so wins a CHF 5’042 budget 
to throw an unforgettable party. If teams hit the Milestone-42, their names will 
forever be engraved in stone in the Davos mountains and they will be honored
at the annual Swiss AI Awards.

Take AI to the next level: If you break the world record, you will not only win 
a fantastic prize, but you will also contribute to the invention of a new 
generation of algorithms capable of abstract thinking like humans. 

AI for humankind: Lab42 is located in Davos and operated by the non-profit 
AI foundation Mindfire. Support the Foundation's mission to advance scientific 
progress in human-level AI research and develop AI that helps us fight disease, 
hunger, and environmental disasters. Learn more at lab42.global.

Purpose and what’s in it for you
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1. Form a team and appoint a team leader: When uniting your brightest 
problem solvers, you stand a good chance of scoring better than your 
competitors. So far, no one has the blueprint to solve ARC, so the terrain is all 
yours. Show how creative you are as a team and solve more ARC tasks with your 
algorithm than other participants or organizations in your field.

2. Register your team: Register your team online here: Registration Form

3. Do some practice: Check out the ARC Editor and solve some tasks here: ARC 
Playground. You can find possible first steps, computation rules, and the 800 
training tasks on our Website: ARCathon Resources. For regular updates, tips & 
tricks, and Q&A sessions, please check the respective box in the registration 
form or contact us at arcathon@lab42.global for technical questions.

4. Create your algorithm and hand it in for scoring: You find the 
submission rules and instructions on the competition website: ARCathon. 
Throughout the competition, you can hand in up to 5 versions of your 
algorithm. The best-ranking version will be on the leaderboard. Feedback on 
the performance with the private test set is usually obtained within 10 days after 
submission. All communication is done via the team leader. The rankings will be 
displayed on the public online leaderboard starting in mid October, 2022.

5. Check the leaderboard and final ranking: Final rankings are published 
around January 15, 2023. The 3 best ranking teams will be informed and invited 
to an award ceremony on January 20, 2023, in Davos or online (remote 
participation is possible). 

https://lab42.global/arcathon-registration-page/
https://arc-editor.lab42.global/
https://lab42.global/arcathon-important-files/
mailto:arcathon@lab42.global
https://lab42.global/arcathon/
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Overview: Registration is open and Submissions are accepted 
from September 1 to December 31, 2022. Practice- and Q&A sessions can be 
requested in the registration form or via arcathon@lab42.global. If you have 
any questions regarding ARCathon, contact us at arcathon@lab42.global or 
find your personal contact on the last slide.

The best three teams are rewarded on the day of the winners announcement, 
January 13, 2023. If the best team hits Milestone-42, they will be invited to the 
annual Swiss AI Award, where they will be honored by the jury.

mailto:arcathon@lab42.global
mailto:arcathon@lab42.global
https://ai-con.ch/swiss-ai-award/
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Meet the Jury

Benjamin 
Grewe

Professor in Neural
Systems at ETH and
University of Zurich

Brigitte
Sommer

François
Chollet

Winner Swiss AI 
Award, Senior 
Engineer at Google, 
Author of Keras

Legal attorney, Jury 
member of the 
Digital Economy 
and Swiss AI Award 

Thilo
Stadelmann

Professor & Director of 
Centre for AI, ZHAW 
School of Engineering

Meet the Organizers

Pascal 
Kaufmann

President Mindfire

Rolf 
Pfister

Head Lab42

Oliver
Schmid

Head Community & 
Lead ARCathon

Abigael
Becirovic

Community

Hansueli
Jud

Head Technical 
Evaluation

Marcel 
Blattner

Tech & Community

Legal notice: Each jury member abstains in case of a 
possible conflict of interest and treats all applications strictly 
confidential. All intellectual property rights remain with the 
applicant and are safeguarded by the non-profit Mindfire 
Foundation. Lab42 is mandated to run the ARCathon with 
Francois Chollet as the host of the 2022 ARCathon 
competition. All participants agree to the terms & conditions, 
including the respective privacy policies, by confirming that 
they have read and accepted them. More information can be 
found here: www.lab42.global/arcathon.

https://lab42.global/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/General-Terms-Conditions.pdf
http://www.lab42.global/arcathon
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Oliver
Schmid

oliver.schmid@lab42.global

Get in touch

Your contact:

For general questions about the competition:

arcathon@lab42.global

Head 
Community
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